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Transition from “sessions” to conversations
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                Melissa 

Hi, how can I help you today?

I purchased a travel 
package but I need help 
adding excursions to my 
travel plans. 
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Characteristics of a messaging conversation - Agent



Characteristics of a messaging conversation - Consumer



for Business Chat



DONT SAY INSTEAD, SAY

Business Chat Chat with Messages

iMessages Messages app

iMessages message a business

Bot automated agent

Thank you for calling/texting/chatting. Thank you for contacting us.

Semantics



● 1 hour

● Must provide specific out of hours message

● Agents must follow user’s cadence

● Inform users about agent availability

● Inform users about response research time

Response Time



● Permitted but agents must be available

● Must self identify: “Hi! I am an automated agent with TD Ameritrade. 

How can I help you today?”

● Terms agent and help must get a user to an agent any time during 

operational hours

● If automated agent doesn’t understand, it must pass on to human

Automated Agents



● Agents must introduce themselves as automated agent or human: 
“Hi! I am Brian from Lowe’s. How can I be of help?” 

● Agents must end with something like: “Thank you for contacting TD 
Ameritrade. Can I help you with anything else?”

Agent Intro and Ending



● ABC is not a live chat

● Users answer on their own time

● Agent questions like the following are not ok: Are you still here?

Asynchrony



● Agents must assist in transition

● Never leave the customer without assistance (I can’t help)

● Agents should not ask users to call a number or go to a website as 

only options - offer callback by an agent who has got the context

Redirection and Transition



● Don't ask for the customer's name or other personal details in the 
conversation unless it's directly relevant to the conversation.

● Don't ask for more than one piece of customer information unless it 
is required for completing a transaction. For example, agents must 
not be asking a customer for their phone number, their full name, 
and their address.

Personal Information



● Promotional messages only if user has expressly opted in and only 

within scope of opt-in

● Must offer that users can send subscribe to manage subscriptions

● Must permit unsubscribe

● Must be reviewed by Apple before implementing

Subscriptions and Notifications



How To Use 



https://ce-sr.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/KC/Apple+Business+Chat/RLG_LEview.mov






(Official Document)




